A   CHILD   OF   THE   MUSES
the time, the general interest in poetry seems to have
died down with the Rhymers' Club, which, whatever its
shortcomings, was undoubtedly in the true line of descent
from all those little enthusiastic companies which, from
age to age, have kept the embers aglow, and have
lived for a little while in the beauty of romance.
And now out of the general silence Mr. Le Gallienne
has returned, and the delightful thing about his return
is the growing certainty, which increases as we wander
through his pages, that however much we have changed,
he,   at  least,   is  essentially  the   same.     But   not  even
America—metallic, commercial, hustling America—has
been able to work withering miracles upon his idealism.
He is the same poet of wayward sentiment and unpopular
loyalty, true as ever to the golden girls and pearly dawns,
the apple blossom and wind-blown love-locks as in the
summers of fifteen or seventeen years ago; not a whit
(thank the Muses!) more sophisticated.    And, of course,
there are  the  same  foibles,   long  since   nailed  to  the
counter of ridicule by Mr. Owen Seaman.    There is,
for instance, the constant reminder that Mr. Le Gal-
lienne was a journalist almost as soon as he was a poet,
and has never quite freed himself from the fetters of
his   trade.    Again   there   is   the   almost   unintelligible
failure of care which permits him to  begin a poem:
"War I abhor . . ."    These faults are glaring, but they
are also obvious; and the fact that we dwell upon them
at all only shows that we ourselves have been growing
old and hidebound, while Mr. Le Gallienne has con-
tinued exuberantly young.    His is the better part, and
it  expresses   itself in   many   better   verses. , . .    The
hardened critic cannot get away, if he has any judgment
at all, from the essential poetry which floods through
this book, like tide through a creek, filling every corner
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